Les Mamelles De Tiresias
This is likewise one of the factors by obtaining the soft documents of this les mamelles de
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download guide les mamelles de tiresias
It will not say yes many become old as we run by before. You can get it while work something
else at home and even in your workplace. suitably easy! So, are you question? Just exercise
just what we have enough money below as skillfully as review les mamelles de tiresias
what you once to read!

The Death of Comedy Erich Segal 2009-06-30 In a grand tour of comic theater over the
centuries, Erich Segal traces the evolution of the classical form from its early origins in a
misogynistic quip by the sixth-century B.C. Susarion, through countless weddings and happy
endings, to the exasperated monosyllables of Samuel Beckett. With ﬁtting wit, profound
erudition lightly worn, and instructive examples from the mildly amusing to the uproarious, his
book fully illustrates comedy's glorious life cycle from its ﬁrst breath to its death in the Theater
of the Absurd.
Modernism and Close Reading David James 2020-04-28 The kinship between modernism
and close reading has long between taken for granted. But for that reason, it has also gone
unexamined. As the archives, timeframes, and cultural contexts of global modernist studies
proliferate, the ﬁeld's rapport with close reading no longer appears self-evident or guaranteed-even though for countless students studying literary modernism still invariably means
studying close reading. This authoritative collection of essays illuminates close reading's
conceptual, institutional, and pedagogical genealogies as a means of examining its enduring
potential. David James brings together a cast of world-renowned scholars to oﬀer an account
of some of the things we might otherwise know, and need to know, about the history of
modernist theories of reading, before then providing a sense of how the futures for critical
reading look diﬀerent in light of the multiple ways in which modernism has been close read.
Modernism and Close Reading responds to a contemporary climate of unprecedented
reconstitution for the ﬁeld: it takes stock of close reading's methodological possibilities in the
wake of modernist studies' geographical, literary-historical, and interdisciplinary expansions;
and it shows how the political, ethical, and aesthetic consequences of attending to matters of
form complicate ideological preconceptions about the practice of formalism itself. By
reassessing the intellectual commitments and institutional conditions that have shaped
modernism in criticism as well as in the classroom, we are able to ask new questions about
close reading that resonate across literary and cultural studies. Invigorating that critical
venture, this volume enriches our vocabulary for addressing close reading's perpetual
development and diversiﬁcation.
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The Rise of Surrealism Willard Bohn 2002-01-01 Examines the developments that paved the
way for the Surrealist movement in literature and art.
Les mamelles de Tirésias Francis Poulenc 1947
Les Mamelles de Tirésias Francis Poulenc 1954
Concepts of the World Eﬃe Rentzou 2022-09-15 How did the avant-garde imagine its
interconnected world? And how does this legacy aﬀect our understanding of the global today?
The writers and artists of the French avant-garde aspired to reach a global audience that
would be wholly transformed by their work. In this study, Eﬃe Rentzou delves deep into their
depictions of the interwar world as an international and modern landscape, one marked by a
varied cosmopolitanism. The avant-garde’s conceptualization of the world paralleled, rejected,
or expanded prevailing notions of the global sphere. The historical avant garde—which
encompassed movements like futurism, Dada, and surrealism—was self-consciously
international, operating across global networks and developed with the whole world as its
horizon and its public. In the heady period between the end of the Belle Époque and the tumult
of World War II, both individual artists (including Guillaume Apollinaire, Blaise Cendrars,
Francis Picabia, Louis Aragon, Leonora Carrington, and Nicolas Calas) and collective endeavors
(such as surrealist magazines and exhibitions) grappled with contemporary anxieties about
economic growth, imperialism, and colonialism, as well as various universalist, cosmopolitan,
and internationalist visions. By probing these works, Concepts of the World oﬀers an
alternative narrative of globalization, one that integrates the avant-garde’s enthusiasm for, as
well as resistance to, the process. Rentzou identiﬁes within the avant-garde a powerful
political language that expressed the ambivalence of living and creating in an increasingly
globalized world—a language that profoundly shaped the way the world has been
conceptualized and is experienced today.
Letters from a Life Benjamin Britten 2008 Letters by the British composer to his friends, family,
and colleagues document his life from school days to the end of World War II.
Pierre Albert-Birot Debra Kelly 1997 This book tries to encompass the life's achievement of
Pierre Albert-Birot in art, poetry, and prose. This book is a rich and exhaustively researched
study of a fascinating ﬁgure and a most original mind. The volume also attempts to
encompass a life's achievement and to view globally Albert-Birot's artistic, poetic, and prose
productions. As such, this is an important contribution to the study and knowledge of French
literature of the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century and to interdisciplinary studies. It is of
interest not only to specialists in French literature, but also to art historians, literary historians,
and those interested in comparative aesthetics.
Poulenc Roger Nichols 2020-04-14 An authoritative account of the life and work of Francis
Poulenc, one of the most proliﬁc and striking ﬁgures in twentieth-century classical music
Francis Poulenc is a key ﬁgure in twentieth-century classical music, as well as an unorthodox
and striking individual. Roger Nichols draws upon Poulenc's music and other primary sources
to write an authoritative life of this great artist. Although associated with ﬁve other French
composers in what came to be called “Les Six”, Poulenc was very much sui generis in
personality and in his music, where he excelled over a wide repertoire—opera, songs, ballet
scores, chamber works, piano pieces, sacred and secular choral works, orchestral works and
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concertos. This book fully covers this wide range, while also describing the vicissitudes of
Poulenc's life and the many important relationships he had with major ﬁgures such as Satie,
Ravel, Stravinsky, Diaghilev, Cocteau and others.
Action Art John Gray 1993 Some 3600 print and media sources document avant-garde artists'
performance from 1909 to 1975, with emphasis on 115 individual artists and groups.
The Metropolitan Opera Guide to Recorded Opera Paul Gruber 1993 Evaluates all recorded
versions of one hundred and ﬁfty major operas, and lists casts and availability for each
recording
More Opera Scenes for Class and Stage Mary Elaine Wallace 1990 Reviewing the ﬁrst volume
of Opera Scenes for Class and Stage, Walter Ducloux wrote in the Opera Journal: "If you can
come up, within ﬁve seconds, with an operatic excerpt involving two sopranos, four mezzosopranos, two tenors, and a bass, you don't need this book. Otherwise hurry and buy it. I keep
it on my night table." In More Opera Scenes, the Wallaces have reviewed 100 additional
operas and have chosen over 700 scenes. The popular "Table of Voice Categories" providing
more than 300 combinations is also featured in this volume.
Modern Drama Kirsten Shepherd-Barr 2016 This book tells the story of modern drama
through its seminal, groundbreaking plays and performances, and the artistic diversity that
these represent. Exploring the new note of artistic hostility between dramatists and their
audience, Shepherd-Barr draws on a range of theories and performances to reveal what makes
modern drama 'modern'.
Poulenc: The Life in the Songs Graham Johnson 2020-06-23 One of the greatest modernist
composers comes alive in this illuminating biography, a must-have for musicians and musiclovers alike. Francis Poulenc (1899–1963) is widely acknowledged as one of the twentieth
century’s most signiﬁcant masters of vocal music —solo, choral, and operatic— quite apart
from his achievements in instrumental spheres. But what it cost him, and the determined
bravery it took for his unusual talent to thrive, has always been underestimated. In this
seminal biography, which will serve as the deﬁnitive guide to the songs, acclaimed
collaborative pianist Graham Johnson shows that it is in Poulenc’s extraordinary songs, and
seeing how they ﬁt into his life —which included crippling guilt on account of his sexuality—
that we discover Poulenc heart and soul. With Jeremy Sams’s vibrant new song translations,
the ﬁrst in over forty years, and the insight that comes from a lifetime of performing this
music, Johnson provides an essential volume for singers, pianists, listeners, and readers
interested in the artistic milieu of modernism in the ﬁrst half of the twentieth century.
French Music Since Berlioz Richard Langham Smith 2006 French Music Since Berlioz explores
key developments in French classical music during the nineteenth and twentieth centuries.
The volume draws on the expertise of a range of French music scholars who provide their own
perspectives on particular aspects of the subject. Aimed at teachers and students of French
music history, it is an essential companion for anyone interested in the ﬁeld.
Apollinaire and the International Avant-Garde Willard Bohn 1997-01-01 This literary history
examines Guillaume Apollinaire's reception and inﬂuence in the Western hemisphere during
the early twentieth century. Ir identiﬁes and reconstructs major literary and art historical paths
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of development, about which surprisingly little is known. In particular, it discusses Apollinaire's
reception and formative inﬂuence in North America, England, Germany, Spain, Argentina, and
Mexico, and includes important documents by Apollinaire himself that have not appeared in
print until now. "Bohn brings together a worldwide network of writers, artists, and critics to
reveal the role and centrality of Apollinaire as the icon of Parisian modernism, cult ﬁgure of the
avant-garde, poet with a new series of techniques, esthetician of the New, innovator of
modern culture, and literary and cultural arbiter of his generation. "This is Rezeptionsesthetik
in its most intense form. It is the deﬁnitive reference book for checking on who had any
dealings with Apollinaire, the man or his work, and French modernism in English, German,
Spanish or Catalan linguistic and cultural domains in both the Old and New Worlds. Bohn's
translations from the various languages he commands are superb and prove that he is always
working from source material. His text is simply a tour de force, a virtuoso performance". -Seth L. Wolitz, University of Texas, Austin "Given the centrality of French poetry for European
and New World poetry since Baudelaire, one simply cannot overstate Apollinaire's role in the
evolution of the most advanced poetry written throughout Europe and North and South
America since circa 1900. However, no one before has tracked his impact on avant-garde
circles outsideFrance with so much attention to the speciﬁcs involved. Bohn has emerged as
the dean of Apollinaire studies in North America; thus everything he has to say about the poet
has the ring of absolute authority". -- Robert W. Greene, State University of New York, Albany
Les mamelles de Tirésias Apollinaire, Guillaume 2014-02-18 Nouvelle édition de Les
mamelles de Tirésias de Guillaume Apollinaire augmentée d'annexes (Biographie). L'ouvrage a
été spéciﬁquement mis en forme pour votre liseuse. — Naviguez par simple clic de chapitre à
chapitre ou de livre à livre. — Accédez instantanément à la table des matières hyperliée
globale. — Une table des matières est placée également au début de chaque titre. A PROPOS
DE L'ÉDITEUR : Les éditions Arvensa sont les leaders de la littérature classique numérique.
Leur objectif est de vous faire connaître les oeuvres des grands auteurs de la littérature
classique en langue française à un prix abordable tout en vous fournissant la meilleure
expérience de lecture sur votre liseuse. Tous les titres sont produits avec le plus grand soin. Le
service qualité des éditions Arvensa s’engage à vous répondre dans les 48h. Retrouvez tous
les titres sur le site internet des éditions Arvensa.
Encyclopedia of Literary Translation Into English: A-L O. Classe 2000 Includes articles about
translations of the works of speciﬁc authors and also more general topics pertaining to literary
translation.
Alfred Jarry and Guillaume Apollinaire Claude Schumacher 1985-01-01 Novelist,
dramatist, eccentric - Alfred Jarry is the notorious creator of Ubu. Guillaume Apollinaire is
renowned as the poet of Galligrammes. In this story of Jarry and Apollinaire as dramatists,
Claude Schumacher discusses and explains the staging and performance of 'Ubu roi', 'Ubu
cocu', 'Ubu enchaine' and 'Les Mamelles de Tiresias.'"
Hockney Paints the Stage Martin Friedman 1983 Shows Hockney's designs for costumes,
masks, and sets and discusses the artist's approach to working with ballets and operas
New York Magazine 1981-03-23 New York magazine was born in 1968 after a run as an insert
of the New York Herald Tribune and quickly made a place for itself as the trusted resource for
readers across the country. With award-winning writing and photography covering everything
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from politics and food to theater and fashion, the magazine's consistent mission has been to
reﬂect back to its audience the energy and excitement of the city itself, while celebrating New
York as both a place and an idea.
Untwisting the Serpent Daniel Albright 2000 Modernist art often seems to give more
frustration than pleasure to its audience. Daniel Albright shows that this perception arises
partly because we usually consider each art form in isolation, rather than collaboration.
Reading Apollinaire Timothy Mathews 1987
The Theater of Guillaume Apollinaire Joanna Gewertz Harris 1975
A Life of Picasso John Richardson 2007 A three-volume study of the life and work of Pablo
Picasso captures the artist from his early life in Mâalaga and Barcelona, through his
revolutionary Cubist period, to the height of his talent in prewar Europe.
The Rough Guide to Opera Matthew Boyden 2002 Sketches of opera composers, opera
synopses, and CD reviews.
The Waste Land at 90 2011-01-01 Presenting work from scholars of various ranks and
locations—including Canada, Romania, Taiwan, Bosnia-Herzegovina, the UK, and the USA—this
volume oﬀers critical perspectives on what is often considered the most important poem of
literary modernism: T. S. Eliot’s The Waste Land. The essays explore such topics as Eliot’s use
of sources, his poem’s form, his inﬂuences, and his alleged misogyny. Building oﬀ
contemporary work on Eliot and his poem, these essays illustrate the continued importance of
The Waste Land in our understanding of the last century. This book should be of interest to
students and scholars of modernism and modernist poetry.
Apollinaire on the Edge Willard Bohn 2010-01-01 The title of the present study refers to the
fact that Apollinaire consistently worked at the cutting edge of modern aesthetics. The volume
seeks to rehabilitate four experimental genres in particular that have received relatively little
attention. The ﬁrst chapter examines a charming artist’s book entitled The Bestiary, which
features illustrations by Raoul Dufy. The second is concerned with a group of poems that
celebrate ordinary, everyday life. The next chapter considers Apollinaire’s little-known debt to
children’s rhymes. The ﬁnal chapter discusses an avant-garde drama that was destined to play
a key role in the evolution of modern French theater. This book will be of interest to anyone
interested in avant-garde aesthetics. It will appeal not only to scholars of twentieth-century
poetry but also to devotees of modern art and modern theater.
New Theatre Quarterly 28: Volume 7, Part 4 Clive Barker 1992-02-06 One of a series which
discusses topics of interest in theatre studies from various perspectives. Part 28 includes
discussions of 'Mother Courage' at the Citizens, 1990, by Margaret Eddershaw, and Wole
Soyinka's 'Death and the King's Horseman', at the Royal Exchange, 1990, by Martin Banham.
Bohemian Paris Dan Franck 2001 A cultural history of Paris in the early twentieth century
proﬁles the painters, writers, poets, and sculptors who transformed the city into a hotbed of
artistic innovation during the period.
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You For Me For You Mia Chung 2016-02-14 Trees don't have ears. How are you so sure? As
they attempt to ﬂee the Best Nation in the World, North Korean sisters Minhee and Junhee are
torn apart at the border. Each must race across time and space to be together again –
navigating the perilous Land of the Free and the treacherous terrain of personal belief. Food
has learned to sprint. Money is so fast it doesn't wait to be printed. Gossip travels swifter than
germs. You For Me For You was ﬁrst presented in the US at Woolly Mammoth Theatre,
Washington D.C., in Autumn 2012 and received its UK premiere at London's Royal Court in the
Jerwood Theatre Upstairs on 3 December 2015.
Masculinity in Opera Philip Purvis 2013-07-18 This book addresses the ways in which
masculinity is negotiated, constructed, represented, and problematized within operatic music
and practice. Although the consideration of masculine ontology and epistemology has
pervaded cultural and sociological studies since the late 1980s, and masculinity has been the
focus of recent if sporadic musicological discussion, the relationship between masculinity and
opera has so far escaped detailed critical scrutiny. Operating from a position of sympathy with
feminist and queer approaches and the phallocentric tendencies they identify, this study oﬀers
a unique perspective on the cultural relativism of opera by focusing on the male operatic
subject. Anchored by musical analysis or close readings of musical discourse, the contributions
take an interdisciplinary approach by also engaging with theatre, popular music, and cultural
musicology scholarship. The various musical, theoretical, and socio-political trajectories of the
essays are historically dispersed from seventeenth to twentieth- ﬁrst-century operatic works
and practices, visiting masculinity and the operatic voice, the complication or refusal of
essentialist notions of masculinity, and the operatic representation of the ‘crisis’ of
masculinity. This volume will not only enliven the study of masculinity in opera, but be an
appealing contribution to music scholars interested in gender, history, and new musicology.
The Memory of Tiresias Mikhail Iampolski 1998-10-26 "Iampolski deals with concepts and ideas
that are highly complex and frequently very abstract, yet his discussion—and the progression
of his analyses—is always precise and easy to follow. . . . Each of his points is grounded in a
careful examination of a speciﬁc text, and most of the texts are well-known to American
audiences."—Vladimir Padunov, University of Pittsburgh
Analyse des surrealistischen Dramas "Les mamelles de Tirésias" von Guillaume
Apollinaire Sandra Triepke 2009 Studienarbeit aus dem Jahr 2007 im Fachbereich Romanistik
- Französisch - Literatur, Note: 1,5, Universität Mannheim (Lehrstuhl Romanistik I),
Veranstaltung: Proseminar: Das avantgardistische Theater Frankreichs, Sprache: Deutsch,
Abstract: 1 Guillaume Apollinaire und der Surrealismus 1.1 Einleitung Einer der bedeutendsten
Vertreter der französischen Avantgarde ist Guillaume Apollinaire. Durch die Schrecken des
Krieges gezeichnet und von den Einﬂüssen der Literatur geleitet, schaﬀt Apollinaire eine neue
Art der Bühnenpräsentation und bricht traditionelle Abläufe. Er durchschreitet die historische,
ﬁktionale und reale Wirklichkeit und kritisiert somit den bestehenden Konventionen, sowie die
Ansprüche des Publikums. Mithilfe deautomatisierender Eﬀekte und Elementen der comique
kreiert er eine surrealer Theaterwelt auf dem Niveau der Sprache, der Figurengestaltung und
Bühnenpräsentation. In Les mamelles de Tirésias werden genau diese Bereiche thematisiert
und aufgegriﬀen, um immer kritisch gesellschaftliche Werte und Normen zu hinterfragen. Im
Folgenden werden diese Gebiete analysiert. Dabei wird die Handlung, der Ort und Zeit, sowie
die Darstellung der Figuren untersucht. Apollinaire bedient sich in diesem Theaterstück des
bekannten Mythos des blinden Seher Theiresias, mit dem traditionelle Theaterumsetzungen
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gebrochen werden. Dieser Mut dramaturgische Grenzen zu überschreiten beschert ihm nur
wenig Anklang zu jener Zeit. Heute weiß man, dass er der wichtigste Begründer des
Surrealismus ist. [...]
The Theatre of the Absurd Martin Esslin 2009-04-02 In 1953, Samuel Beckett’s Waiting for
Godot premiered at a tiny avant-garde theatre in Paris; within ﬁve years, it had been
translated into more than twenty languages and seen by more than a million spectators. Its
startling popularity marked the emergence of a new type of theatre whose
proponents—Beckett, Ionesco, Genet, Pinter, and others—shattered dramatic conventions and
paid scant attention to psychological realism, while highlighting their characters’ inability to
understand one another. In 1961, Martin Esslin gave a name to the phenomenon in his
groundbreaking study of these playwrights who dramatized the absurdity at the core of the
human condition. Over four decades after its initial publication, Esslin’s landmark book has lost
none of its freshness. The questions these dramatists raise about the struggle for meaning in a
purposeless world are still as incisive and necessary today as they were when Beckett’s
tramps ﬁrst waited beneath a dying tree on a lonely country road for a mysterious benefactor
who would never show. Authoritative, engaging, and eminently readable, The Theatre of the
Absurd is nothing short of a classic: vital reading for anyone with an interest in the theatre.
Apollinaire et Les Mamelles de Tirésias Peter Read 2016-07-18 Le 24 juin 1917, dans un
théâtre de la butte Montmartre, a lieu la première des Mamelles de Tirésias, « drame
surréaliste » de Guillaume Apollinaire. La salle est bondée, le Tout-Paris artistique et
intellectuel s’y écrase, dans une ambiance houleuse et survoltée. André Breton s’eﬀorce de
calmer Jacques Vaché qui, aﬁn d’obtenir une place assise, brandit un revolver. Peter Read
reconstitue l’événement et le scandale qu’il a soulevé, nous mène aux sources du mouvement
surréaliste et au cœur de l’étrange saison qu’est en France le printemps 1917 : les mutineries
se multiplient dans l’armée ; des milliers de femmes en grève déﬁlent à travers les rues de la
capitale ; la vie artistique et littéraire est revitalisée par une étonnante renaissance culturelle.
Apollinaire met alors en scène une héroïne qui s’insurge contre l’autorité masculine,
revendique des droits égaux à ceux de l’homme, quitte le foyer conjugal. Son mari, quant à
lui, décide de faire des enfants tout seul, à la place de son épouse insoumise. Apollinaire
brouille les identités sexuelles et refuse le conformisme culturel que voudraient imposer les
tenants de l’ordre et de l’Union sacrée. L’actualité sert de tremplin à l’épanouissement tous
azimuts de son imaginaire poétique, et à la réalisation d’une conception radicalement
novatrice de l’art théâtral. Peter Read révèle et analyse, pour la première fois, les sources et la
genèse de la pièce, le jeu des acteurs, le dialogue, le décor, les costumes et la musique. Il
nous fait découvrir toutes les dimensions sonores et visuelles d’une œuvre drôle, poignante et
visionnaire. Les Mamelles de Tirésias : œuvre-clé pour l’histoire du théâtre du XXe siècle.
The Metropolitan Opera Stories of the Great Operas John W. Freeman 1984 Oﬀers
proﬁles of modern and lesser known opera composers and includes plot summaries of their
major works
Opera Production Quaintance Eaton 1961-01-01 Opera Production was ﬁrst published in 1961.
Minnesota Archive Editions uses digital technology to make long-unavailable books once again
accessible, and are published unaltered from the original University of Minnesota Press
editions. Designed particularly as a reference work for opera producers, students, performers,
and writers, this book provides basic production information about more than 500 operas.
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Anyone planning to produce an opera will ﬁnd here the essential information he needs in order
to judge whether a given opera is appropriate to his resources for production. Information for
individual operas is given concerning the number and importance of settings; size of
orchestra, chorus, and ballet; number of singers, their relative importance and individual
requirements; sources for obtaining musical materials' previous performances in America; and
the opera story, its period, and composer. Extensive information about 150 full-length operas
and 109 short operas is provided, with supplementary information about more than 260 other
operas. The operas are alphabetized by title for easy reference. In order to condense the
information as much as possible, codes and abbreviations are used, with keys and indexes at
the back of the book. This book will be invaluable to those working in either amateur or
professional companies, in opera workshops, in school, college, or civic opera groups. Those
whose interest in opera is conﬁned to the other side of the footlights will ﬁnd the book
absorbing, too, just as a glimpse backstage would be.
The Music of Francis Poulenc (1899-1963) Carl B. Schmidt 1995-10-19 The name of Francis
Poulenc (1899-1963) was ﬁrst brought to prominence in the 1920s as a member of Les Six, a
group of young French composers encouraged by Satie and Cocteau. His subsequent fame
spread well beyond France, and he is coming to be regarded as one of this century's most
signiﬁcant composers. His compositions are heard constantly in concert halls the world over,
and numerous recordings, including complete sets of songs and piano music, have been
released. Books, articles and more than a dozen doctoral dissertations have discussed his
music. Carl Schmidt's catalogue of Poulenc's works represents the ﬁrst comprehensive attempt
to list an oeuvre which numbers approximately 185 compositions written from his teenage
years until his death at the age of 63. The Catalogue indentiﬁes a number of unpublished
works, and adds a small group of compositions to his musical canon for the ﬁrst time. Each
work, whether complete or unﬁnished, published or unpublished, is described fully. Catalogue
entries list and describe all known printed editions (including reprints) and manuscript copies
of each work. In addition, they provide detailed compositional histories based on numerous
letters, documents, and press accounts, many of which have not been published previously.
Russian interest in Poulenc's music, manifested in press runs exceeding one million copies, is
also revealed for the ﬁrst time.
The Song at the Scaﬀold Gertrude Von Le Fort 2011 This is a classic novelette set in the time
of the French Revolution, an epoch that vividly demonstrated man's capacity for both heroism
and brutality. It is an intense and compelling drama based on the true story of the Carmelite
nuns at Compeigne beheaded during the last few days of the Revolution, but also
encompassing the Paris mob, the Reign of Terror, women revolutionists, etc., climaxing in the
heroic martyrdom of sixteen Carmelites. This story unfolds around Blanche de la Force, who
enters the Carmelite convent amid the horror of the French Revolution. Blanche is so timorous
that she seems unsuited to the rigors of religious life even at the best of times - and badly
misplaced as the Reign of Terror begins to stain France with the blood of martyrs. Sister Marie,
one of the leading nuns in the convent, receives with joy the death threats of the
revolutionaries: the sisters are going to be awarded the crown of Christian martyrdom! Sister
Marie prepares the other nuns for this fearsome sacriﬁce, all the while harboring doubts about
Blanches ability and willingness to join them in dying for Christ. Blanches life thereafter and
the story of the nuns take several unexpected twists, leaving you not only with the inspiring,
true witness of their martyrdom, but also with a penetrating insight into the nature of holiness.
As our world is engulfed anew in terror and hatred for the Christian faith, The Song at the
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Scaﬀold will inspire us with a renewed and fervent love for God.
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